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Welcome to the Kirton Portfolio of specialist seating.
What we do at Kirton is simple; we make chairs to fit people. Posture
and pressure care is our priority!
Since 1980 our products have been developed based on the needs and recommendations
of both users and healthcare professionals, so you can rest assured that they are fit
for purpose and provide the utmost comfort and support for each individual.
We produce all Kirton chairs at our factory in Suffolk so if there is something specific
you need that you cannot see in our brochure, please just get in touch. We want as
many people as possible to enjoy the benefits of good seating and will do all we can
to help you achieve greater independence through sitting well!
Discover even more online.....
Visit www.kirton-healthcare.co.uk for further information on our products, expert
advice from our OT Ambassador, Ellie Burcher, and the full Kirton Price List.

Beverly Lawrence
CEO
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Meet Ellie!
Ellie Burcher is the Kirton OT Ambassador for Seating.
Having been an OT for many years, both with the NHS
and as an independent practitioner, she has a wealth
of experience across many clinical areas, but her true
passion is for seating.
The complexities of seating have always fascinated
me and nothing beats the feeling of getting it right
for someone and seeing them sat correctly! From
highly abnormal postures and challenging behaviours
to seating clients that have been limited to 24-hour
bed care, I’ve seen and assessed a wide range of
conditions and postural needs. Now I want to share
my knowledge and experience with you!

If you have any queries or would like to discuss
something in more depth you can always visit the
‘Ask Ellie’ page at www.kirton-healthcare.co.uk
and submit your questions directly to Ellie.
Alternatively, see Ellie in action demonstrating
the chairs on the individual product pages
on our website.

Training and Resources
At Kirton we pride ourselves on our knowledge and experience of good seating
and would love to share it with you! Our free training is offered nationwide
Training Options:
1) Posture and Pressure Management Overview - CPD accredited by the College of Occupational
Therapists and delivered by either our fully trained team or our OT Ambassador, Ellie over a 1-2
hour time period.
2) Seating Awareness Day - Clinical CPD training from OT Ambassador, Ellie combined with a hands
on product workshop, a fun-filled one day event.
3) Tailor-made Training - bespoke training for groups of healthcare professionals on the application
of seating, posture and pressure management specific to your environment and client’s needs.
The highly trained Kirton advisors are happy to demonstrate any product and collaborate
with you on seating assessments too! Just call us on 0800 212709 or visit our website
for more details.
Have you received your copy of our Little
Book of Seating yet?
If not, contact us to request this pocket-sized
guide from OT Ellie, crammed full of tips and
advice to help make seating simple!
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Are you sitting comfortably?

Irritated tissue & back pain

Problems associated with an incorrect sitting position
The majority of the population assume incorrect sitting positions and unfortunately it is a natural occurrence
for the body to slump and change its position regularly. Poor sitting postures and unsuitable seating can
develop and/or exacerbate both physical and medical conditions with far reaching consequences on the
quality of life and overall well being of an individual. Sitting requires more effort than you think!
Difficulty in getting up

Blocking of veins and nerves

It is often difficult to get up as a result of reduced muscular
strength and impaired functioning of the joints.
This may also be hindered by the
chair you are sitting in having:

An excessively high sitting
position with legs swinging
can lead to veins and nerves
becoming blocked causing
varicose veins, sleeping legs
and numbness.

• a seat height too low and/
or too soft
• an inappropriate seat depth
• a large backrest angle
• armrests that are too short
or absent altogether.

S eat i ng
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Back pain & poor posture

Incorrect seat height can cause
pressure on the bottom. An
excessive slant on the back or
too deep or too low a seat can
lead to irritated tissue, back pain
and cause difficulty getting up.

Inappropriate cushioning can result
in sinking and slumping back into a
convex shape, contributing to back
pain and other joint and muscle
related ailments.

Intestine trouble
An excessively low seat with an
acute angle between the torso
and upper legs can give rise to
intestinal problems.

A well designed seat helps prevent fatigue & other complaints
ensuring the body adopts the most natural posture.
C u s t o m e r H e l p l i n e : 0800

212709
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Important Elements of Good Seating
To ensure the body assumes the correct natural
anatomical position and optimal sitting posture, the
chair should be tailored to each
individual’s exact measurements.
In addition, the chair should
combine the appropriate
functionality and features to assist
the seated person in having a
healthy and comfortable posture.

Pressure Relief
Pressure relief characteristics within
seating can considerably reduce the
effects of friction, shearing and body
weight upon skin and muscle tissue.
Distributing body weight over a larger
surface area will help reduce pressure.
However, the use of special pressure
relieving cushions and foams can help
prevent the development of pressure
ulcers. The inclusion of tilt-in-space
is also excellent for redistributing and
changing pressure points. Refer to
page 12 for further information on
pressure care management.

Upholstery
Upholstery has great significance
on the properties of a chair. Body
temperature, perspiration and tactile
response are dependent on the finish
and quality of the material used to
upholster the chair, not forgetting other
important factors including durability
and wear.

Tilt-in-Space
Tilt-in-Space enables the occupant
to be tilted forward or backwards in
a chair whilst maintaining the position
of the knees and hips to achieve a
resting position. By keeping the angle
between the chair seat and back at
around 110º, the occupant will not
slide forwards into an uncomfortable,
slumped position. Tilting the body has
the effect of distributing weight over a
larger contact surface area providing a
simple and effective way to combat the
build up of pressure.
Back Angle Recline
Back angle recline has traditionally
facilitated a resting or napping position
and is suitable for those who are able
to maintain their position independently.
However, for those less able to sustain
pelvic stability, back angle recline in
conjunction with an angled or ramped
seat or tilt facility, enables the benefit of
a resting position to be realised.
Elevating or Arcing Legrest
An elevating legrest can assist with the
lymphatic and blood circulation. Lifting
and straightening the knees has the effect
of allowing the blood to circulate more
freely, reducing the effort required by the
heart and arterial systems. Raising the
legs can also help alleviate leg oedema, a
build up of fluid in the legs.

An arcing or articulating legrest
extends forward as it elevates and
is ideal for chairs with footboards as
it maintains the positioning of the
footboard and comfort for the user, in
both the raised or lowered position.
This is especially important where
the occupant is able to independently
adjust the legrest positioning and there
is then no requirement for a carer to
reposition the footboard.
Rise and Recline Facilities
Raise facilites on our Fitform range of
riser recliner chairs gently lift individuals
to a standing position without placing
significant pressure on limbs and joints
enabling independent transfers where
possible. Stability and positioning is
maintained by ensuring the feet remain
close to the floor.
The Recline facility on our Fitform
chairs enables independent
repositioning back angle, allowing hips
to open where required, and legrest
elevation and/or tilt in space for ultimate
comfort and positioning for the more
ambulant and cognitively able.
Headrests
Many users do benefit from provision
of headrest to maximise contact and
support.

C u s t o m e r H e l p l i n e : 0800

Seat Width
Achieving the correct seat width, the
internal width of seat between the
armrests, ensures arms sit comfortably
on armrests and contributes to pelvic
stability and security of the user. If too
wide it can be difficult to hold good
posture, if too narrow the person may
not be able to sit right back in the chair.
Seat Depth
Achieving the correct seat depth, from
the front of the seat cushion to the
backrest of the chair is essential to
provide comfort and postional support.
If the seat is too deep the person
will slide forward, losing posture and
increasing localised pressure, and if it
is not deep enough, pressure will be
concentrated on a smaller area of the
body and not as well distributed.
Seat Height Adjustment
Achieving the correct seat height
for the user allows the feet to be
positioned firmly on the floor or
footboard, to ensure even weight
distribution and assist the ambulant user
to stand from the chair more readily.
Too high or too low a seat can lead to
pressure injuries and discomfort.

212709
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Mobility
For users needing to be moved when
seated, the chair must incorporate
push handles and braked castors. This
allows the chair to be moved with ease
and secured for moving and handling
activities. When in transit it is essential
that the user’s feet are supported off the
ground by an integral flip-up or sliding
footrest to prevent accidental damage.
Height Adjustable Armrests
Appropriate armrest height provides
comfort and support as well as an
increased sense of security.
Lateral Supports
Users who have poor sitting balance,
neurological conditions or postural
changes tend to lack trunk stability or
lean heavily to one side therefore the use
of lateral supports within the chair can
provide sufficient support to promote a
more upright, midline posture.

info@kirtonhealthcare.co.uk

|

www.kirton-healthcare.co.uk
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Manual tilt-in-space or back angle recline
gently moves back and forth as directed
by the carer with minimal effort,
whilst the legrest can be elevated by a
separate release mechanism at the front
of the chair. The legrest gently raises
or lowers accordingly, as guided by the
carer, to attain the appropriate position.

2017

We offer a free assessment
service!

Please use this key to identify the features and benefits of each chair
Electric Adjustment
Electric adjustment enables the carer
or user, where appropriate, to adjust
the tilt-in-space or back recline facility
and/or the legrest by the simple touch
of a button, providing an electrically
powered motion to these mechanisms.
Using a simple handset, movement
of the chair’s electric adjustments is
smooth and gentle, reducing the effort
whilst increasing the positioning range
and flexibility of the chair.

Por t fol i o

Do you need further assistance?

Functionality Options for Dynamic Seating

Manual Adjustment
Manual adjustment enables fluid and
precise movement of the tilt-in-space
facility or back angle recline by the
release of a manual mechlock lever
situated on the push handle.

S eat i ng

Regulated Motion
Regulated Motion has been
incorporated into the GE-II, Delta and
Duo designs to create the ultimate
pressure management chair as well
as a source for proprioceptive and
kinaesthetic input for those whose
condition means they are largely
immobile.

How?
A six-buttoned hand controller is
programmed to ensure the tilt-in-space
has “Regulated Motion” or the ability
to move over a set range automatically
adjusting the tilt positioning. The
pattern of movement is set to repeat
to ensure motion over a period of time
within a specified tilt range.

The combination of low interface
pressures on the head, shoulders,
arms, legs and ankles is achieved
using Reflexion™ Foam alongside the
appropriate pressure relieving seat
cushion. A correctly dimensioned
tilt-in-space chair, with arcing legrest
elevation and the ability to “regulate
the motion” or movement of the
chair, provides the user with pressure
management through dynamic movement.

Why?
Regulated Motion ensures that
pressure points on the body are in
continuous flux. This enables the user,
who may be sitting in the chair for
long periods, to sleep with the secure
knowledge that dynamic movement
will be at work continuously changing
the pressure hotspots. It will reduce
the propensity for pressure related
problems and improve the comfort
and sitting experience. Also, carers will
not be burdened with the expectation
of 20 to 30 minute position changes.

Our team of seating experts understand
how important it is to make the
right choice and can help you every
step of the way. Finding a chair to
suit your needs starts with a good
assessment, so let us help you do
it correctly!
Just call or visit us online at
www.kirton-healthcare.co.uk
and we’ll be happy to help.

C u s t o m e r H e l p l i n e : 0800

212709
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Pressure Care
Management
Pressure care management is an important
consideration for individuals that are seated for long
periods of time or are limited in their ability to adjust
their own posture.
What is a pressure injury?
A pressure injury is localised damage to the skin and
the tissue underneath it. Sitting or lying in the same
position will begin to cut off the flow of blood to
that area, blocking oxygen and vital nutrients from
maintaining healthy tissue.
When the tissue becomes starved for too long it
begins to die and a pressure injury starts to form.
Damage from a pressure injury will range from slight
discoloration of the skin (stage 1) to open sores that
go all the way to the bone (severe). Whilst there
are many aetiological factors including microclimate
nutrition, prefusion and the condition of the soft
tissue that contribute to the development of pressure
damage, the largest single cause is unrelieved pressure.
While all of our specialist seating products have
pressure relieving properties that are integral to their
design and functionality, additional pressure relief is
available and can be built into the seat of your chair.
The latest technology and an expert knowledge of
pressure prevention, allow us to provide you with an
unparalleled selection of pressure care solutions.

Choosing your pressure care is as easy as...

1

Reflexion™ Foam:
Low – Medium Risk

1. Reflexion™ Foam
These cushions have an upper Vasco memory foam
layer which is both energy absorbing and temperature
sensitive. The cushion moulds itself to the user’s shape
and size helping reduce pressure points and spread
body weight more evenly across the whole surface
of the cushion. The supporting layer of melamine-free
Reflex foam improves support and flexibility for the
upper layer of Vasco.

Need more information?
Ask Ellie!
Our Little Book of Seating has
tips and advice on pressure
care from OT Ellie

2

3

Transflo Gel:
Medium – High Risk

S eat i ng
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Intelli-Gel® Integral:
High – Very High Risk

3. Intelli-Gel® lntegral

2. Transflo Gel
The Transflo pressure cushion incorporates two
fluid-filled, vapour-permeable, multi-stretch sacs that
are encased within a supportive, heavy-duty foam
surround. The fluid is able to move between the two
compartments as the cushion contours to the body’s
shape and position, redistributing pressure over the
widest surface area possible. The gel cushion’s design
encourages the user to sit in a neutral pelvic tilt
with the majority of the weight being taken by the
buttocks and thighs.

Intelli-Gel Evidence Pack

Our Clinical Evidence Pack
underpins the efficacy of
Intelli-Gel® Integral.

C u s t o m e r H e l p l i n e : 0800

212709

|

Email:

Intelli-Gel® has a soft elastomer, honeycomb structure
that contours gently to large surface areas distributing
body weight evenly. It is the honeycomb columns
that when joined together provide the right support
and pressure relief. The Intelli-Gel® cradles hotspots,
providing superior pressure relief, support and stability
when seated. Intelli-Gel® Integral can be built into the
seat of your chair and is a suitable option for those
at high to very high risk of pressure related problems.
It can also be used with those who have pressure
injuries up to Grade II (EPUAP).
More information on these pressure relief solutions is
available on our website, where you will also find the
results of our clinical assessments into the efficacy of
Intelli-Gel® and Reflexion™ Foam.

info@kirtonhealthcare.co.uk
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Choosing your Chair

Lean left or right?
Contract at the knee?
Droop their head?
		
Have a propensity
for pressure injuries?

Consider...
Lateral Supports
Negative Angle Legrest
Back Recline
Tilt-in-Space
Integral Pressure Relief
Tilt-in-Space

Side transfer?
		

Drop Arm
Removable Arm		

Have poor balance?
		

Lateral Supports
Tilt-in-Space

Slide forward in their chair? Ramped Seat Module
		
Tilt-in-Space

Duo

Is your client...
Ambulant?
		
		
		
Non-Ambulant?
		
		
Kyphotic?
		

Por t fol i o
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The following matrix can be used to help you find the right product from our dynamic specialist seating
range based on which features you require:

We would always recommend a full seating assessment in order to select
the right chair, but to narrow down your options the chart below
can help you to understand which features could be required.
Does your client...

S eat i ng

Consider...
Rise Function
Flip-up Footrest
Negative Legrest Angle
Forward Tilt
Good Hoist Access
Mobile Frame
Push Handle
Waterfall Backrest
Articulating Backrest

For further details of what these product
features are, or which chairs incorporate
them, visit www.kirton-healthcare.co.uk,
where you will also find a decision making
tree to help you select the right product.

Encora

GE-II

Delta

Florien Elite

Florien II

Omega

Integral pressure relief

3

3

3

3

3

3		
3

Tilt-in-Space

3

3

3

3

3

3

-

Seat height adjustment

31

3

-

-

3

-

-

Seat depth adjustment

3

3

3

3

3

3*

3*

Seat width adjustment

3

+

+

+

3

+

+

Back height adjustment

3

-

-

-

-

-

3*

Footrest height adjustment

3

3

3

3

3

3

-

Legrest elevation

3

3

3

3

3

3

-

Manual Back Recline

3

3

-

-

3

-

3

Manual Tilt-in-Space

3

3

3

3

3

3

-

Electric Tilt-in-Space

3

3

3

3

-

-

-

Regulated Motion Tilt-in-Space

3

-

3

3

-

-

-

OPTION
Built in lateral support			

3

3

OPTION
OPTION
3			3

Waterfall back option

3

-

3

-

3

-

3

Remember, there are a few things that all dynamic Kirton chairs have in common...

1

Not with manual version

3 Modular design - refurbish and replace over time
3 Postural support and pressure relief
3 Versatility - suitable for domestic use, multi-user
environments, clinical and care settings

+

Different seat widths available

*

Specified at time of manufacture

C u s t o m e r H e l p l i n e : 0800

3 Ease of cleaning
3 Simple to use
3 British build
212709

|
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info@kirtonhealthcare.co.uk
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DUO

For the non-ambulant user with profound posture and pressure care needs.

The Duo is our most versatile seating system designed
for those who are unable to maintain their posture and
need high levels of pressure relief.

See p.54 for
sizes and contact
us for your free
assessment
DUO MAJOR with Regulated
Motion in Panvelle Stretch
Tenby Lilac

Watch the
Duo in action
- scan here or
view the video
online!
Made in Britain

S eat i ng
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Dynamic features provide the ultimate in positioning and postural management for individuals
who are at risk of developing an unconventional body shape, unable to maintain a midline
position and require additional support.
The adjustability and key features of the Duo range ensure the core principles of seating are met for each individual.
Features and Benefits
• Two chair sizes: Major and Minor
• Adjustable seat length, seat width, seat height*, back
height, foot board and arm height
• Simple, tool-free adjustments
• Tilt-in-Space action - Manual, Electric or Regulated Motion
• Legrest elevation - Manual or Electric
• Arcing legrest action – does not compromise Flip Up
Footboard positioning
• Split-wing shoulder support for adjustable support of
the head and shoulders
• Adjustable headrest for precise positioning of the head
• Two back style options: Waterfall or Sculpted
• Multi-directional stretch, breathable Dartex material on
all user contact surfaces
• Easy to use handset on Regulated Motion and
Electric models
• Push handle
• Strong, durable 100mm single wheels, rear braked
• Modular construction enables easy refurbishment

*

Pressure Relieving Seat Options (integral)

• Intelli-Gel® Integral seat module
• Transflo Gel seat module
• Reflexion™ Foam seat module
Accessories

• Lateral supports
• Leg-Laterals
• Pommel
• Legrest bracket to achieve a
25o negative angle

• Flat seat board
• Foot Sandals
• Ankle Huggers
• Lap-Belts and Pelvic Positioners
• Universal Mobile Tray
Weight Limit
• 160kg / 25 stone

Seat height adjustment not available on manual version

The Kirton Duo chairs, supported by W. Munro (Rehab) Ltd, have been developed
for clinical needs in conjunction with Occupational Therapists, Physiotherapists and
Postural Management Services.
C u s t o m e r H e l p l i n e : 0800

212709
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ENCORA
For the semi and non-ambulant user with
high posture and pressure care needs.

The ability to raise and lower
the chair means the Encora will
attain the correct seat height for
each user. This helps to maintain
an even weight distribution
by ensuring feet are firmly
positioned on the floor and
assists the ambulant user to stand
from the chair.

Spe cialist
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The Encora’s Advanced Comfort Backrest, incorporating the highly
acclaimed Reflexion™ Foam, moulds itself to the contours of the
user, helping disperse body weight to provide superior comfort
and support. Alternatively, a Waterfall Back is also available for
more cushioned, immersive support.
Features and Benefits
• Tilt-in-Space action – Manual or Electric
• Legrest elevation - Manual or Electric
• Back angle recline - Manual or Electric
• Adjustable seat height – enables those who are still
ambulant to place feet firmly on the floor
• Adjustable seat length
• Two back style options: Advanced Comfort Backrest with
built in adjustable lateral support or Waterfall Backrest
• Pressure relieving Reflexion™ foam on user contact surfaces
• Multi-positioning, integral headrest
• Multi-directional stretch, breathable Dartex material on all
user contact surfaces
Pressure Relieving Seat Options (integral)
• Intelli-Gel® Integral seat module
• Transflo Gel seat module
• Reflexion™ Foam seat module

See p.54 for
available sizes and
contact us for an
assessment or
Price List

Encora 450 with Waterfall Back
and Electric adjustment in Panvelle
Stretch Monaco Mulberry

Accessories

Watch the
Encora in
action - scan
here or view the
video online!
Encora in Panvelle Stretch
Monaco Black/Chalk
Made in Britain

• Height adjustable flip up footrest
• Laminated tray with straps
• Cushioned or Universal Headrest
• Lap-Belts and Pelvic Positioners
Weight Limit
• 160kg / 25 stone
C u s t o m e r H e l p l i n e : 0800

212709
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GE-II
For the semi and non-ambulant user with high posture
and pressure care needs.

Underpinned by scientific research and
ergonomic design principles, the GE-II is
a groundbreaking model which achieves
new levels of comfort and immersion.

See p.55 for
sizes and contact
us for your free
assessment

GE-II 450 Electric in Vinyl
Enduratex Prairie Duststorm.
Made in Britain

Watch the
GE-II in action
- scan here or
view the video
online!

Offering excellent postural support, positioning and pressure
relief, the GE-II is the perfect choice for those who want their
chair to deliver on both substance and style.

S eat i ng
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1 Lateral Support 2 Articulating Backrest
3 Adjustable Seat Depth 4 Rear Braked Wheels

This elegant chair has been designed to ensure that all the key adjustments
are simple and effective, meeting the needs of both ambulant and nonambulant users, as well as carers, in a wide variety of environments.

Features and Benefits
• Tilt-in-Space action – Manual, Electric or Regulated Motion
• Legrest elevation - Manual or Electric
• Arcing legrest action – does not compromise
footboard positioning
• Adjustable footboard height and angle
• Built in, helical-motion lateral supports to stabilise the pelvis
• Evidence-based articulating, supportive backrest
• Immersive comfort in seat and back aiding
pressure management
• Adjustable seat depth
• Multi-directional stretch, breathable Dartex material on all
user contact surfaces
• Good hoist access
• Modular construction enables easy refurbishment
• Two wheel options: 100mm wheels, braked at rear and
Large wheel version available with 315mm rear wheels
with brake bar (400/450 seat widths only)
Directional lock castors available on request.

Accessories

• Negative angle legrest
• Choice of Headrest (See page 36)
• Leg-Laterals
• Laminated Tray with Straps
• Headcap
• Lap-Belts and Pelvic Positioners

1.

2.

3.

4.

Weight Limit
• 180kg / 28 stone

GE-II design
underpinned
by scientific
research

Pressure Relieving Seat Options (integral)

• Intelli-Gel® Integral seat module
• Transflo Gel seat module
• Reflexion™ Foam seat module

C u s t o m e r H e l p l i n e : 0800

212709
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DELTA 450 with Manual
adjustment and Universal
Headrest

DELTA

For the semi and non-ambulant user with high posture and
pressure care needs.

Easy to adjust and manoeuvre, the Delta is
as effective for the carer as it is for the user,
great for use in care settings or the home.

See p.55 for
dimensions and
find the full Price
List online

Key to the Delta is the incorporation of the remarkable
Reflexion™ Foam on all user contact surface areas
which, combined with the vapour permeable, multistretch Dartex upholstery, provides added pressure
relief and comfort.
Features and Benefits
• Tilt-in-Space action – Manual, Electric or Regulated Motion
• Legrest elevation - Manual or Electric
• Arcing legrest action – does not compromise footboard
positioning
• Two back style options: Reflexion™ Foam or Advanced
Comfort Backrest
• Seat length adjustment
• Pressure relieving Reflexion™ Foam on user contact
surfaces
• Multi-positioning, integral headrest
• Adjustable footboard height and angle
• Built-in lateral supports
• Multi-directional stretch, breathable Dartex material on all
user contact surfaces
• Optional large button hand controller for Electric or
Regulated Motion chairs
• Bumpers to reduce upholstery damage when in transit
• Two wheel options: 100mm wheels, braked at rear and
Large wheel version available with 315mm rear wheels
with brake bar (400/450 seat widths only)
Directional lock castors available on request.

S eat i ng
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DELTA in Panvelle Stretch Monaco Black/Chalk with
Dartex on user contact surface areas and Universal
Headrest

Accessories

• Leg-Laterals
• Negative angle legrest
• Laminated tray with straps
• Headcap
• Adjustable foam headrest
• Back height extension (by 100mm)
• Lateral support wedges
• Lap-Belts
• Pelvic Positioners
Weight Limit

• 180kg / 28 stone

1

2
1 Bumpers for added protection
2 Adjustable footboard
height and angle
3 Multi-positional integral headrest
4 Smooth arcing legrest motion

3

4

Pressure Relieving Seat Options (integral)

• Intelli-Gel® Integral seat module
• Transflo Gel seat module
• Reflexion™ Foam seat module
Made in Britain

C u s t o m e r H e l p l i n e : 0800

212709
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FLORIEN ELITE
Dynamic motion, exceptional comfort, postural support and
pressure management

The Florien Elite has the ability to meet the
postural and pressure management needs of
ambulant as well as semi and non-ambulant
service users seated for long periods
whether receiving treatment or in
For full
long term care environments.

specification see
p.56 and contact
us for your free
assessment!

FLORIEN ELITE in
Panvelle Stretch Sonnet
Mauve and Graphite
Dartex

Made in Britain

With both tilt-in-space and back angle recline functionality
the Florien Elite also has a choice of two backrests,
Waterfall or Contoured and three armrest options to
meet the needs of different care settings.

Spe cialist

S eat i ng
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The unique dynamic upholstered arms float across the seat to achieve the appropriate seat width for each
user. Moreover these arms have the ability to swivel backwards to effect a side transfer or easier hoist access.
Alternatively, the dynamic drop arm-rest is suitable for those that can side transfer and enables the chair to
integrate into rehabilitation environments, similarly the basic cushioned armrest is ideal for general care and
treatment facilities with the ability to apply a drip-stand or Phlebotomy arm support.
With a host of options and accessories to choose, the Florien Elite is a most versatile seating solution.
Features and Benefits
• Manual tilt-in-space with independent back angle recline
• Manual elevating legrest with negative retraction to aid standing transfers
and accommodate contractures
• Removable, “swivel-back” armrests for side transfer and easier hoist access
• Multi-positioning integral headrest
• Adjustable seat width and seat length
• Adjustable seat height (specify at time of manufacture)
• Choice of a sculpted contoured or immersive waterfall backrests
• Choice of armrest style
- Upholstered dynamic armrest (as standard)
- Basic cushioned armrest (for portering or use with a
		 drip-stand or phlebotomy armrest)
- Dynamic drop-armrest
• Ergonomic push handle
• Simple replacement of modular components
• Reflexion™ foam upholstered in multi-stretch, breathable Dartex on all
user contact surfaces
• No Velcro used
• 100mm Castors, braked at rear
Directional lock castors available on request.

Accessories
• Lateral Supports
• Arcing / articulating legrest
• Height adjustable, “flip up” Footrest
(90° foot positioning) or height
adjustable articulating Footrest
(Plantar flexion achievable)
• Drip Stand (includes fixings –
only to be used with
Basic Cushioned Armrest)
• Phlebotomy armrest (additional
support - only to be used with
Basic Cushioned Armrest)
• Cushioned or Universal Headrest
• Lap-Belt with D-Ring Straps
• Pelvic Positioners with D-Ring Straps
• Universal Tray

Upholstered
With Dripstand
Dynamic Armrest

Basic Cushioned Armrest

Dynamic Drop Armrest

Swivel Back functionality

Weight Limit
• 160kg (353 lbs) / 25 stone

Phlebotomy Arm Support

Drip Stand option

Pressure Relieving Seat Options (integral)
• Flat or ramped removable seat modules:
- Intelli-Gel® Integral
- Transflo™ Gel
- Reflexion™ Foam
C u s t o m e r H e l p l i n e : 0800

212709
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FLORIEN FIFE
For the semi and non-ambulant user with mid to high posture
and pressure care needs requiring immersive comfort.

The Florien Fife is a manual, dynamic tilt-in-space
chair suitable for semi and non ambulant users
who require assistance with maintaining their
seated position and posture.

Contact us
for current prices
and see the full
specification on
p.56

FLORIEN FIFE with
Lateral Supports and
Flip-up Footrest in Wild
Heather Spey Vinyl

Made in Britain

Spe cialist
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The Waterfall backrest provides an immersive
cushioned support which has proved effective for
those with a more kyphotic posture.
This highly configurable modular chair has a ramped seat angle
enabling a good seated position to be achieved and maintained
alongside a negative legrest angle to either accommodate those
with contractures or indeed those that are able to standing
transfer in or out of the chair. The Florien Fife offers dynamic
movement for the user and is highly mobile for the carer with
effective hoist access by the simple removal of the arm modules.
Features and Benefits
• Manual Tilt-in-Space action
• Manual legrest elevation
• 25o negative legrest angle - accommodates
contractures at the knee or aids standing transfers
• Ramped Intelli-Gel® Seat Module
• Removable arms for easier hoist access and
side transfers
• Three seat length options: 435mm, 460mm, 485mm
(to be specified at time of manufacture)
• Three seat width options: 400mm, 450mm, 500mm
(determined by width of arm)
• Multi-positioning, integral headrest
• Ergonomically positioned push handle
• Waterfall Backrest
• Height Adjustable Flip-Up Footrest
• Fixing Plates for Pelvic Positioners
• 100mm castors, braked at rear

Accessories
• Flat Seat Board with built-in 60mm ramp at front
• Infill Arm Blocks
• Lateral Supports
• Seat Infill Block
• Universal Headrest
• Lap-Belts and Pelvic Positioners
• Laminated Tray with Straps
• Universal Mobile Tray

Weight Limit

• 180kg / 28 stone

C u s t o m e r H e l p l i n e : 0800

212709
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FLORIEN II
For the semi and non-ambulant user with mid to
high posture and pressure care needs.

A dynamic and highly mobile seating
system, the Florien II enables greater
independence by promoting correct
posture and facilitating a supportive,
comfortable seated position.

FLORIEN II in Vinyl
Enduratex Prairie Raindance

For full
specification see
p.56 and contact
us for your free
assessment!

Watch the
Florien II in
action - scan
here or view the
video online!
Made in Britain

Spe cialist

The removable arm is a fantastic feature of this chair,
making it suitable for those who are hoisted or able to
side transfer.

S eat i ng
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FLORIEN II in Vinyl Enduratex
Prairie Raindance

The modularity of the Florien II enables simple replacement parts
for reissue to new users making it is a cost effective seating solution
and valuable asset for care providers.

Features and Benefits
• Manual Tilt-in-Space action
• Manual legrest elevation
• 25o negative legrest angle - accommodates contractures at
the knee or aids standing transfers
• Removable arms for easier hoist access and
side transfers
• Three seat length options: 435mm, 460mm, 485mm (to
be specified at time of manufacture)
• Three seat width options: 400mm, 450mm, 500mm
(determined by width of arm)
• Multi-positioning, integral headrest
• Supremely comfortable moulded backrest
• Ergonomically positioned push handle
• Two wheel options: 100mm wheels, braked at
rear and Large wheel version available with
315mm rear wheels with brake bar
Directional lock castors available on request
Pressure Relieving Seat Options (integral)
• Intelli-Gel® Integral seat module
• Transflo Gel seat module
• Reflexion™ Foam seat module

Accessories

• Height adjustable flip up footrest
• Adjustable lateral supports
• Adjustable headrest
• Lap-Belt
• Pelvic Positioners
• Universal Tray
• Flat Seat Board
Weight Limit

• 180kg / 28 stone

FLORIEN II in Vinyl
Enduratex Prairie Raindance
with removable arm

Next Day Delivery...
Available on Florien II chair
C u s t o m e r H e l p l i n e : 0800

212709
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OMEGA

For the semi and non-ambulant user with Huntington’s
Disease or other neurological conditions.

See the full
specification on
p.57 and call us
for your free
assessment!

Spe cialist
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Originally designed for those with Huntington’s disease and other
neurological conditions, the comfortable and secure Omega is a
robust, durable chair able to withstand severe movements yet provide
a safe and relaxed seated position.
A sculpted back and contoured seat assures optimum comfort and provides good
positioning for activities such as eating and drinking, while relaxing and sleeping is
encouraged by the uniquely linked back and seat recline.

Features and Benefits
• Manual back recline and variable seat angle – as the
back reclines, the seat angle increases to enhance
comfort and safety
• Pivoting seat at front edge to retain knee to floor height
• Robust, durable frame with modular back, arm and
seat components
• Horizontally and vertically sculpted back aiding
midline stability
• Two back height options: 740mm or 800mm*
• Three seat width options: 380mm, 430mm, 510mm*
• Three seat length options: 430mm, 470mm, 500mm*
• Supportive Reflexion™ foam legrest – (removable)
• Ergonomically positioned push handle

Accessories
• Sliding footrest for use when legrest is removed
• Weighted Universal headrest
• Cushioned headrest
• Washable loose covers
• Headcap
• Lap-Belt and Pelvic Positioners

OMEGA with sliding footrest in
Vinyl Berkshire Boxford

Watch the
Omega in
action - scan
here or view the
video online!

Weight Limit
• 150kg / 23½ stone

Pressure Relieving Seat Options (integral)

OMEGA in Vinyl Brookland Espresso

Made in Britain

• Intelli-Gel® Integral seat module
• Transflo Gel seat module
• Reflexion™ Foam seat module

*

To be specified at time of manufacture

C u s t o m e r H e l p l i n e : 0800

212709
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REGENT

For the ambulant user with moderate to high posture and
pressure care needs.

Sophisticated designs disguise the features
that make the Regent range the ideal robust
seating solution for the ambulant users.

Find the full
specification
on p.57

Spe cialist
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High, broad armrests offer a sense of security
as well as facilitating easy standing while different
contoured back styles provide superior comfort
and postural support.
The adjustable seat length and angle enables the Regent to be
tailored for each individual user.
Features and Benefits

• Two sizes: Major and Minor
• Four design styles to choose from
• Adjustable seat length and angle
• Modular configuration
• Pressure relieving Reflexion™ foam on backrest and arms of chair
• Reclining back version available

REGENT CLASSIC

REGENT WITH WINGED BACK
in Panvelle Stretch Plain Lilac

Pressure Relieving Seat Options (integral)

• Intelli-Gel® Integral seat module
• Transflo Gel seat module
• Reflexion™ Foam seat module
Accessories

REGENT with Cushioned Back
in Panvelle Stretch Plain Crimson

• Sliding footrest
• Push handle
• Laminated tray with straps
• Loose covers for armrests and seat
• Weighted Universal Headrest
• Lap-Belt and Pelvic Positioners

REGENT WITH MODERN BACK
in Vinyl Brookland Espresso

Weight Limit

• 102kg / 16 stone

Made in Britain

C u s t o m e r H e l p l i n e : 0800

212709
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STIRLING
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SOVEREIGN

For the semi and non-ambulant user, the frail elderly and those with
physical and learning disabilities.

Por t fol i o
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For the semi and non-ambulant user and those with neurological conditions.

Elegant simplicity combined with good proportions and
attention to detail is at the heart of the Stirling. The degree of
seat ramp to back angle recline combines with lateral support
to ensure the correct posture and position of the user.

Contact us
for your free
assessment
SOVEREIGN ADULT with
Loose Covers in Panaz
Trevira Spirit Evergreen

Simple, stylish and effective, the Sovereign provides
excellent postural support and comfort.
Features and Benefits
• Elegant, simple design
• Correct positioning and support
• Fixed angle seat and back
• Lateral supports
• Built-in headrest support
• 75mm wheels, rear braked
Pressure Relieving Seat Options (integral)

• Intelli-Gel® Integral seat module
• Reflexion™ Foam seat module

Made in Britain

Accessories

• Head supports
• Sliding footrest
• Legrests
• Laminated tray
• Wedges and cushions
• Lap-Belt and Pelvic Positioners
Weight Limit

• 102kg / 16 stone

STIRLING in Vinyl Etch Peony

Find the full
specification
on p.58

Features and Benefits
• Two sizes: Adult and Adult Narrow
• Excellent posture and support
• Modular back and seat
• Choice of seat modules offering different seat
lengths and angles
• Two back cushions: Foam or Dacron
• 75mm wheels, rear braked

Accessories

• Loose covers
• Sliding footrest
• Legrests
Weight Limit

• 102kg / 16 stone

Tailoring the Sovereign for each individual is made possible with
the interchangeable back cushions and seat modules providing a
bespoke solution in terms of seat length, height and angle. Strong
construction, simple servicing and optional washable loose covers
make the Sovereign a very practical chair.

Pressure Relieving Seat Options (integral)
• Intelli-Gel® Integral seat module
• Reflexion™ Foam seat module
C u s t o m e r H e l p l i n e : 0800

212709
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The Fitform Range of Riser Recliners

A wide range of accessories is available
to complement our range of specialist
seating and provide additional support.

Kirton’s Fitform Range of Riser Recliner chairs
incorporates both the contemporary, European styled
Fitform collection and the Hallingbury, a traditionally
designed chair with truly British styling.

Accessories

Accessories

For full details of all accessories and their specifications or
prices please contact us or refer to the website
www.kirton-healthcare.co.uk

Pelvic Postioner

S eat i ng
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Fleecy-Faced Pelvic Positioner

Much more than just a collection of chairs, the ergonomically acclaimed
Fitform riser recliners combine an unrivalled understanding of postural
seating, modern styling and an unwavering commitment to quality.
Universal Tray

Lap-Belt

Weighted Neck Support

Weighted Neck Cushion

Weighted Head Pillow

Personalising each chair for the user in terms of seat height, seat depth,
seat width, back height and arm height creates a postural experience that
alleviates pressure, promotes appropriate posture, encourages well being
and avoids the negative impact of incorrect sitting and poor support.
Whether it is for seating in the home or within a healthcare environment the
Fitform range can be tailored to meet specific needs in terms of functionality
and the variety of options and accessories available. A range of pressure
relief options, including the innovative Intelli-Gel® Integral cushion, is available
with all riser recliners offering further comfort and support to those seated
for long periods. Other options include swivel arms for side transfer and a
selection of alternative back styles through to electrically heated back and
seat for enhanced luxury and comfort.
37

FITFORM 570 VARIO

Stylish and contemporary, the
Fitform 570 Vario is ideal for people
who – either for medical or other
reasons – want the most comfortable
and supportive chair around.

Spe cialist

One of the most unique features of our riser recliner range
is the Rotary Continuous Passive Motion (RCPM)
option. The seat of an RCPM Fitform chair rotates slightly
three to five times per minute (0.8° both to the right and
to the left), while the backrest remains immobile. Passive
Motion means that the user does not have to do anything
to set the rotary movement into action; it will start as soon
as the user sits down on the chair. RCPM is the ultimate
solution for people suffering from backache. Scientific
research has shown that it can substantially reduce problems
in the lower back and in some cases even prevent them.*

Extended Legrest

Features and Benefits
• Triple Motor independently operates
Raise Facility, Tilt-in-Space, Back Recline,
Elevating Legrest
• Adjustable integral lumbar support
• Multi adjustable integral headrest
• Tailored seat height, arm height, seat depth
and seat width
Pressure Relieving Seat Options (integral)

• Intelli-Gel® Integral seat module
• Transflo Gel
• Air Positioning & Pressure Relief System

Mobility Kit

Por t fol i o
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Multi adjustable integral
headrest

FITFORM 570 Vario in Divine
Velour Chocolate Brown

Warning: If back troubles are caused by pelvic instability or a
broken vertebra, the use of RCPM is not recommended.
*

The 570 Vario’s triple motor action allows the
tilt-in-space, back angle recline and elevating
legrest to be adjusted independently in order
to achieve a relaxed, comfortable position.
The power lift also helps the user to an easy
standing position. All movements are smooth
and effected at the touch of a button.

S eat i ng

Accessories
• Swivel armrests for side transfer
• Wheels
• Mobility Kit
• Electrically heated seat and backrest
• Electrically adjustable head support &
positional memory function.
• RCPM
Weight Limit

• 150kg / 23½ stone
• Legrest weight limit 30kg / 5 stone
See page 59 for full specification
C u s t o m e r H e l p l i n e : 0800

212709
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FITFORM 570 VARIO HERMES

Spe cialist

Bariatric
Solution!

Proportioned to accommodate those up to
240 kg or 40 st in weight, the Hermes combines
modern styling with effortless performance.

Features and Benefits
• Triple Motor independently operates
Raise Facility, Tilt-in-Space, Back Recline,
Elevating Legrest
• Adjustable integral lumbar support
• Multi adjustable integral headrest
• Tailored seat height, arm height, seat depth
and seat width

Pressure Relieving Seat Options (integral)

• Intelli-Gel® Integral seat module
• Transflo Gel
• Air Positioning & Pressure Relief System

Accessories

Weight Limit

• 240kg / 40 stone
• Legrest weight limit 28kg / 4½ stone
See page 59 for full specification

2017

The smaller sister to the Fitform 570 Vario, the Fitform
571 Vario Petite has identical features and adjustments in a
chair that is perfectly proportioned for those under 5ft 3”.

• Swivel armrests for side transfer
• Mobility Kit
• Electrically heated seat and backrest
• Electrically adjustable head support &
positional memory function.

Por t fol i o

FITFORM 571 VARIO PETITE

The three motor functionality, tilt-in-space, back recline and legrest
elevation can be effected independently at just the click of a button, as
can the remarkably simple standing action. A personal assessment ensures
the chair is tailored to your individual needs in terms of seat height, seat
depth, seat width and arm height.
Features and Benefits
• Triple Motor independently operates
Raise Facility, Tilt-in-Space, Back Recline,
Elevating Legrest
• Adjustable integral lumbar support
• Multi adjustable integral headrest
• Tailored seat height, arm height, seat depth
and seat width

S eat i ng

Pressure Relieving Seat Options (integral)

Underpinned by the knowledge that a correctly proportioned chair can have
exceptionally positive effects on the well being of an individual, the Fitform
Petite ensures that smaller individuals can achieve a healthy sitting posture too.

• Intelli-Gel® Integral seat module
• Transflo Gel
• Air Positioning & Pressure Relief System

Accessories

• Swivel armrests for side transfer
• Mobility Kit
• Electrically heated seat and backrest
• Electrically adjustable head support &
positional memory function.

Weight Limit

• 150kg / 23½ stone
• Legrest weight limit 30kg / 5 stone
See page 60 for full specification

The Fitform Petite combines ease with functionality by delivering smooth tiltin-space and a straightforward standing action while putting you in control of
your sitting position with independent back angle and legrest actions.
C u s t o m e r H e l p l i n e : 0800

212709
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HALLINGBURY RANGE
Underpinned by Fitform Vario triple motor technology this chair
enables the user to operate the tilt-in-space, legrest elevation
and back recline independently of each other. What sets the
Hallingbury Range apart is its traditional British Style.

Spe cialist

Made in Britain

2017

While the seat width must be selected at time of order, seat depth
and height can be adjusted to fit the user perfectly. With a wide range
of backrest styles available too, tailoring the chair to the individual is
easily achieved.

Features and Benefits

• Triple Motor independently operates
•
•

Hallingbury Waterfall Back in
Enduratex Prairie Turtlecreek
and Graphite Dartex

Por t fol i o

Built in the UK and designed to emulate traditional
British aesthetics, the Hallingbury range is the
perfect combination of comfort and style.

Hallingbury Lateral Support
Waterfall Back in Panvelle Stretch
Monaco Mulberry

1 T-Back
2 Firm Back
3 Soft Back
4 Waterfall Back
5 Lateral Support
Waterfall Back

Contact us
for your free
assessment!

S eat i ng

•

Raise Facility, Tilt-in-Space, Back Recline
and Legrest Elevation
Five back options: T-Back, Firm Back, Soft
Back, Lateral Support Waterfall Back,
Waterfall Back
Tailored seat height, arm height, seat depth
and seat width
Quality British design

1.

2.

4.

5.

Accessories

• Head Cushion
• Adjustable Lateral Supports
Weight Limit

• 110kg / 17 stone
• Legrest weight limit 60kg / 9½ stone

3.
4.

Pressure Relieving Seat Options

• Intelli-Gel® Integral seat module
• Reflexion™ Foam seat module
C u s t o m e r H e l p l i n e : 0800

212709
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Fabrics

DIRECT UPHOLSTERY FABRICS

Spe cialist

Vinyl: Etch

S eat i ng
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Price Band CH

Please note: Some fabric options shown in photography may no longer be available.
Colour shading may vary from time to time.

Vinyl: Venture

Hyacinth

Vinyl: Cadet Trek

Indigo

Wedgewood

Price Band CH

Rose

Vinyl: Berkshire

Mulberry

Vinyl: Wild

Price Band CH

Rose

Duck Egg

Seafoam

Spey

Heather

Price Band CH

Mauve

Peony

Need help in
choosing the right
fabric for you?

Ocean

Price Band CH

Feel free to contact our
sales team who will be
more than happy to
talk you through the
available options.

Boxford

Fawley

Caversham

Purley

Sorrel

Raindance

Turtlecreek

Duststorm

Vinyl: Enduratex Prairie Price Band A

C u s t o m e r H e l p l i n e : 0800

212709
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Vinyl: Brookland

Panvelle Stretch: Spirit

Price Band A

S eat i ng
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Price Band A
Panvelle Stretch direct upholstery is a unique anti-bacterial fabric that is waterresistant, yet breathable and warm to the touch.
Vinyl is a water-resistant, anti-microbial, anti-fungal direct upholstery material suitable
for demanding applications. Vinyl is highly recommended for hospital environments.
All Panvelle Stretch and Vinyl materials have been Fire tested to BS 5852 ignition
source 0,1 and 5. Please contact us for further details.

Chablis

Vinyl: Vyflex

Red

Navy

Mushroom

Espresso

Black

Price Band A

Blue

Burgundy

Panvelle Stretch: Sonnet

Price Band A

Cleaning for Panvelle Stretch and all Vinyl material: Routine soap and tepid water
with a microfibre cloth is effective for ordinary soiling.

Cream
Jade

Navy

Panvelle Stretch: Plain

Spruce

Pink

Rose

Mauve

Panvelle Stretch: Monaco

Price Band A

Indigo

Beige

Lilac

Crimson

Black/Chalk

Grey

Mushroom

Damson

Fern

Mulberry

Price Band A

C u s t o m e r H e l p l i n e : 0800

212709
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Panaz Trevira:

Spirit

Panaz Trevira is a loose cover cotton material that can be easily cleaned.
Cleaning: Cool machine wash at 40ºC.

Panaz Trevira: Eva

Fern

Blue

S eat i ng
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To ensure the pressure relieving properties of
your chair are working to their full potential we
highly recommend the use of Dartex on all user
contact surfaces.
Dartex is a strong, multi stretch, vapour
permeable fabric which is simple to wipe clean
and truly complements the pressure relief
incorporated into our chairs.
This waterproof material is available in three
different colours.

Azure

Hyacinth

Mulberry

Burgundy

Panaz Trevira: Monaco

Black/Chalk

DARTEX

Fabrics

Fabrics

LOOSE COVER FABRICS

Spe cialist

Grey

Dartex:

Fern

Mulberry

Azure

Navy

Please note:
Some chairs are produced with Dartex as standard contact us for details or refer to the current Price List
or website.

Black

Graphite

C u s t o m e r H e l p l i n e : 0800

212709
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Fabrics

FITFORM FABRICS

Fitform: Niroxx

Navy Blue

For Fitform only

+ Standard Stocked Fabrics 8-10 weeks delivery
++ Non-Standard Stock Fabrics 12 weeks delivery

Cream

Chocolate

Fitform: Leather
A natural material for
domestic use only.

Meets BS 5852 CRIB 5

2017

10 Year Frame Warranty for Dynamic
Specialist Seating Products

chair frames supplied by Kirton can now
appreciate a warranty period of 10 years without the
need to necessarily undertake an annual service. We
do however, fully recommend that all dynamic Kirton
chairs undergo an annual maintenance service in order
to extend the lifespan of the chair and to ensure it is
working at its optimum.
(subject to current Terms & Conditions of Sale and Warranty & Liability Guidelines).

The dynamic seating range comprises of the GE-II, Encora, Delta, Duo,
Omega, Florien II, Florien Fife and Florien Elite.
Black

Bespoke Seating and Upholstery Solutions
Pink +

Fitform: Divine Velour

Pebble +

Aubergine

Por t fol i o

5 Year Frame
Warranty
All dynamic

Meets BS 5852 CRIB 5

Fitform: Leatherette

Green ++

		

S eat i ng

Brown +

Blue ++

Beige ++

Black ++

Meets BS 5852 CRIB 5. 100% polyester for domestic and contract use.

Forest Green

We are often requested to re-upholster an existing product or
produce a bespoke item from a simple footstool to an architect’s plan
for banquette seating. We are happy to undertake individual projects,
consider new ideas or investigate concepts.
These projects are undertaken on a case by case, individual-cost basis.
We would be delighted to discuss any requirements you may have
and we will do our utmost to find a solution that works for you and
your budget.

Tobacco +

Denim +

Red +

Forest Green + Chocolate Brown +

Burgundy
C u s t o m e r H e l p l i n e : 0800

212709
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REFURBISHMENT SERVICE - REVIEW, REFRESH, RE-USE
All Kirton chairs work hard for their clients however over time and
through constant use they do become worn. In many instances the
framework of the chair is in near perfect condition but worn, soiled and
tired upholstery often means the chair has to be taken out of service.
With this in mind we offer a full refurbishment programme aiming to
maximise the lifespan of a Kirton chair through replacement of the
modular parts and components to ensure that it continually performs.
This service complements our ISO 14001 Environmental Management
System to minimise waste and assist in the recycling of product as well as
providing a cost effective solution to our customers.

What is the Refurbishment Service?
• An initial consultation to assess the extent of the refurbishment required.
• A quotation will then be issued for replacement parts and any
necessary work required.
• Upon receipt and manufacture of an order, a Service Technician will call
to arrange a convenient time to visit and complete the work.
(Please note not all refurbishments can take place on-site).

Are your chairs looking tired and worn out?
Does the upholstery look scuffed?
Have the seams worn and the covering split?
Have you lost a wheel?

An initial service call for a product assessment will cost £130.00 per visit.
All components and parts will be quoted and charged separately.
A quick turn around of product is intrinsic to the refurbishment programme;
we will endeavour to minimise the time the chair is out of action.
Should you require any further information or to arrange a visit from one
of our Service Technicians please contact our Customer Service Team

C ASE ST U DY
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Doncaster Community Equipment Stores
providing an enhanced service at lower cost

At Kirton we pride ourselves on delivering high quality, cost effective seating to help make life easier.
Working closely with Community Equipment Stores and Health Authority Discharge Teams, we understand the challenges of
providing a quality service within the constraints of strangled budgets - we want to help!
We can assist along with our distribution partners to ensure:
• Superior Seating Provision

• Cost Savings

• Improved Stock Control

• Better Time Management

Our work with Doncaster CES is just one example of how working together we can make a difference!
The Problem:

The Solution:

Doncaster Community Equipment
Service (CES) had never provided
specialist seating through a formal
standardised stock offer.

• Doncaster CES selected Kirton
Healthcare to provide three
modular chairs to meet the
majority of service user needs.

The provision of riser recliner and tilt- • Kirton provided free training
programmes for prescribers
in-space chairs had been through a
to enchance their product
‘new purchase specials’ process.
knowledge and increase reuse
and recycling rates.

“This led to a
fragmented, costly
and slow service”.

• Only prescribers who attend
training are able to order
specialist seating.
• Kirton built a partnership with
NRS Healthcare to effectively
deliver this programme.

The Results:

Average time taken
from order date to
installation for stocked
specialist seating
reduced from 33.83
days to 6.75 days

Average number of
people Doncaster could
help by providing
specialist seating
Grew by 100%

Average cost per chair
was reduced by over

Average number of
special chair purchases
reduced by

£1,000

Over 85%

For further details please contact our Customer Service Team on 01440 705352 or email info@kirtonhealthcare.co.uk
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ENCORA

GE-II

DELTA

I

Standard Wheel Version
50°
Tilt-in-space

850

B

420 - 540

E

G

150

A

400 - 450
500 - 550

C

200

H

430 - 550

380540*

Tilt-in-Space: 		
		
		

320-460
300/350/400/450
300-450
610-820
180-300
1030
620-770
500-620
(Manual version: 500)
80

Horizontal to 35º backwards
(28º backwards on Manual version)
Regulated Motion Tilt-in-Space range between 10º and 25º

Back Recline		
Negative Legrest Angle: 		
Footrest Adjustable Angle: 		

90º to 130º
-25º
60º, 75º, 90º, 105º, 120º

90º to 130º
-25º
60º, 75º, 90º,105º,120º

Seat Modules:		
All measurements in mm

All seat modules can be made to measure on request.

760
950

950

400-450
500-550 (wide)
700
800 (wide)

1550

700
800 (wide)

1700

* Adjustable Footboard
Weight limit 180kg/28 stone

1700

Large Wheel Version

Encora Dimensions
50°
Tilt-in-space

Don’t forget we offer free assessments
so if you need help choosing the right
specification, just give us a call!

530

530

400-450
500-550 (wide)

1550

Need further assistance?

380540*

1250
1120

870

Large Wheel Version

A: Seat Length
380-500
B: Seat Width 		 350/400/450/500
C: Seat Height (from footboard) 350-500
D: Back Height 		 670-940
E: Arm Height 		 180-300
F: Overall Length		 1180
G: Overall Width 		 680-830
H: Seat Height (from floor)		 510-630
			 (Manual version: 510)
I: Headrest Depth Adjustment 100

700 (for 400 - 450)
800 (for 500 - 550)

1300

380-480
Seat length

760

380-480
Seat length

1120

Minor

Back height 800

1300

F

Major

Back height 800

50˚
Tilt-in-space

Standard Wheel Version

D

Duo

S P E C I A L I S T S E AT I N G T E C H N I C A L S P E C I F I C AT I O N S

S P E C I A L I S T S E AT I N G T E C H N I C A L S P E C I F I C AT I O N S

DUO

Back height 800

50˚
Tilt-in-space

Back height 800
1345

1345

380-480
Seat length
805

380-480
Seat length
380540*

575

960

380540*

575

805

400-450

1250
1120
760
960

400-450

1130
1550
1700

760

1550
1720

* Adjustable Footboard
Weight limit 180kg/28 stone

Regulated Motion tilt-in-space range between 20º and 35º
Dimensions in mmom
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Legrest

Seat width
400mm to 500mm
12mm increments

Overall Length
880/1400
ex/inc Footrest

Overall width
700 with arms
Legrest Elevation
15º to 90º

40˚ Tilt range
Seat length
430mm to 530mm

Footrest
(Optional)
Seat
Height
550

Back angle recline 30˚

Seat height 400mm
to 560mm or 585mm
or 610mm

280
435/460/485

Legrest 460-500 upright. Extends to
600mm when tilted.
Footrest
(Optional)

Overall Length
900/1400
ex/inc Footrest

Seat
Height
550

Dimensions in mm

Overall width
740 with arms
Legrest Elevation
15º to 90º

840

For Seat Angle
& Seat Height
see chart

Major = 430
Minor = 380

(measured from the vertical)

Seat height = 485 mm
SEAT HEIGHT & ANGLE OPTIONS
One option per chair
Chairs with reclining backs can only have
75º seat module

Seat ramp = 20˚ to 35˚

Seat Widths
400/450/500

Seat Ramp 5º

Adjustable Seat Length
Major/Minor = 370-550

Major = 725
Minor = 650

Back recline = 32˚ to 57˚

(15˚ total movement)

1010 or 1060
overall height

Overall Height
1330

Major = 1116
Minor = 1010

Dimensions in mm

150 hoist
clearance

Large Wheel Version

Back
Height
830

560
legrest heig
460
legrest length

Overall length
950mm

Lateral Supports
(Optional)

670/750
legrest width

435/460/485

430,
470,
500
Optional
seat
length

REGENT
Major = 750
Minor = 730

Back height = 800 or 740 mm

680
880

1370
overall length

Minor
Seat Height

Major
Seat Height

70º

480 mm

565 mm

75º

425 mm

525 mm

80º

380 mm

480 mm

87º

340 mm

425 mm

Seat Angle

560
legrest height

Legrest 460-500 upright. Extends
to 600mm when tilted.

Arm height 229mm

1370
overall length

seat width

Seat Widths
400/450/500

280

620
arm hei

101
over

Back height
800mm

680
880

620
arm height

Overall Height
1330

150 hoist
clearance

Lateral Supports
(Optional)

Overall height
1300mm

Standard Wheel Version

Tilt-in-Space from 5º to 35º

Back
Height
830

OMEGA

Overall width 820mm

670/750
width

FLORIEN ELITE

S P E C I A L I S T S E AT I N G T E C H N I C A L S P E C I F I C AT I O N S
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FLORIEN FIFE or FLORIEN II
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337

SOVEREIGN

FITFORM 570 VARIO

Sovereign Child

575

780

330

835
SL

1004

SH

460
613

455

580

640

912

8°

140

405
685

Sovereign Adult

Measurements in mm

750
Standard
and
Narrow
965

Std 400
Narrow 330

SL

SH

Standard
680
790

Seat Module:
Adult Std / Narrow
Seat Height
Seat Length
Child
Seat Height
Seat Length

20ºL
440
470
15ºS
280
360

20ºS
410
410
20ºL
345
410

15ºL
380
440
25ºL
375
440

15ºS
350
380
-

Narrow
610

Triple Motor
Raise Facility
Tilt-in-Space
Back Recline
Elevating Legrest
Adjustable Integral Lumbar Support
Multi Adjustable Integral Headrest
Seat Height Options
Armrest Height Options
Seat Depth Options
Seat Width Options
Backrest Height
Side Pocket
Weight Limit
Dynamic Legrest Weight Limit
Optional Accessories
Intelli-Gel® Integral Cushion
Transflo Gel Seat Cushion
Air Positioning & Pressure Relief System
Electrically heated seat and backrest
Electrically inflatable lumbar support
Electrically adjustable head support &
positional memory function
Chrome Feet
Wheels (for seat height less than 47 cm)
Wheels (for seat height greater than 47 cm)
Swivel Armrest for Side Transfer
Head Cushion
+
RCPM System
Extended Leg Support (+8 cm)
Fabric: Leatherette
Fabric: Velour
Fabric: Leather
Fabric: Niroxx
Mobility Kit
Flexible Halogen Lamp
Adjustable Kyphosis Back
Bucket-Style Back

FITFORM 570 VARIO HERMES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

between 40 cm-60 cm
between 16 cm-29 cm
43 cm, 45 cm, 47 cm, 49 cm, 51 cm, 53 cm
51 cm(std), 45 cm, 57 cm
84 cm

•

150 kg / 23½ st
30 kg / 5 st

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Triple Motor
Raise Facility
Tilt-in-Space
Back Recline
Elevating Legrest
Adjustable Integral Lumbar Support
Multi Adjustable Integral Headrest
Seat Height Options
Armrest Height Options
Seat Depth Options
Seat Width Options
Backrest Height
Side Pocket
Weight Limit
Dynamic Legrest Weight Limit
Optional Accessories
Intelli-Gel® Integral Cushion*
Transflo Gel Seat Cushion
Air Positioning & Pressure Relief System
Electrically heated seat and backrest
Electrically inflatable lumbar support
Electrically adjustable head support &
positional memory function
Chrome Feet
Wheels (for seat height less than 47 cm)
Wheels (for seat height greater than 47 cm)
Swivel Armrest for Side Transfer
Head Cushion
+
RCPM System
Extended Leg Support (+8 cm)
Fabric: Leatherette
Fabric: Velour
Fabric: Leather
Fabric: Niroxx
Mobility Kit
Flexible Halogen Lamp
Adjustable Kyphosis Back
Bucket-Style Back

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

between 40 cm-60 cm
between 16 cm-29 cm
43 cm, 45 cm, 47 cm, 49 cm, 51 cm, 53 cm
63 cm, 75 cm, 81 cm, 87 cm
84 cm

•

240 kg / 40 st
28 kg / 4½ st

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

* When ordering this product please order two Intelli-Gel® Integral Cushions

F I T F O R M R I S E R R E C L I N E R T E C H N I C A L S P E C I F I C AT I O N S
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FITFORM 570 VARIO PETITE
Triple Motor
Raise Facility
Tilt-in-Space
Back Recline
Elevating Legrest
Adjustable Integral Lumbar Support
Multi Adjustable Integral Headrest
Seat Height Options
Armrest Height Options
Seat Depth Options
Seat Width Options
Backrest Height
Side Pocket
Weight Limit
Dynamic Legrest Weight Limit
Optional Accessories
Intelli-Gel® Integral Cushion
Transflo Gel Seat Cushion
Air Positioning & Pressure Relief System
Electrically heated seat and backrest
Electrically inflatable lumbar support
Electrically adjustable head support &
positional memory function
Chrome Feet
Wheels (for seat height less than 47 cm)
Wheels (for seat height greater than 47 cm)
Swivel Armrest for Side Transfer
Head Cushion
+
RCPM System
Extended Leg Support (+8 cm)
Fabric: Leatherette
Fabric: Velour
Fabric: Leather
Fabric: Niroxx
Bucket-Style Backrest

HALLINGBURY
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

between 40 cm-60 cm
between 16 cm-29 cm
44 cm, 47 cm, 50 cm, 53 cm
45 cm only
72 cm

•

150 kg / 23½ st
30 kg / 5 st

		
Standard
Seat height
500 mm
Seat width
510 mm
Seat depth
Firm or Soft Back
			
		
Waterfall, Lateral
		
Waterfall or T-Back
			
Arm height
7”/180 mm
Back height
29 ½“/750 mm
17 st / 110 kg
Max user weight
Dynamic Legrest Weight Limit 9 ½ st / 60 kg

Options
450 mm – 550 mm
450 mm or 570 mm
400 mm, 420 mm, 440 mm,
460 mm, 480 mm, 500 mm
350 mm, 370 mm, 390 mm,
410 mm, 430 mm, 450 mm

SUITES

Spe cialist
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Designed for high traffic communal areas and
challenging or critical environments, Kirton
Suites are built with a solid and robust frame
at their core with a modern, stylish exterior.
Whether furnishing a communal lounge, reception or
community home environment, this contemporary range
of suites integrates effor tlessly. Discover more at
www.kirton-healthcare.co.uk

Jasper

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

C u s t o m e r H e l p l i n e : 0800

Calgary

Toronto

Kelowna

Banff

212709

|

Email:

info@kirtonhealthcare.co.uk

|

www.kirton-healthcare.co.uk
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THE SMALL PRINT

Spe cialist

Terms & Conditions
Full terms and conditions can be found on our website: www.kirton-healthcare.co.uk
along with a wealth of additional information regarding Kirton products and services.
The full Kirton Price List can be viewed online too.
If you do not have access to our website, or
would prefer to receive a hard copy of our
current prices or terms and conditions, please
call us on 0800 212709 / +44 (0) 1440 705352
and ask a member of our customer services team.

I N N O V AT I O N

TEAM

AC T I O N

QUALITY

C U S TO M E R

S eat i ng

INTEGRITY
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FOCUSED

Our Core Values
At the Kirton Healthcare Group we
understand that working together is key to
achieving our collective goals.
Working together is much easier when we are all heading in the
same direction; otherwise we lose our way, duplicate activities or,
even worse, don’t act at all.
But how can we be sure that we are all following the same path
and pulling together to reach our full potential?
We need a culture. A way of working that everyone adheres to
and no one is willing to compromise on. A set of standards and
behaviours that each member of the Kirton Healthcare Group
demonstrates with confidence and pride, or rather our Core Values
C u s t o m e r H e l p l i n e : 0800

212709

|

Email:

info@kirtonhealthcare.co.uk

|

www.kirton-healthcare.co.uk
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S p e c i a l i s t

S e a t i n g

Po r t fo l i o

2 0 1 7

Making everyday
tasks a little easier.
The Kirton Healthcare Group Ltd
23 Rookwood Way
Haverhill
Suffolk CB9 8PB
UK
Telephone:
Facsimile:
E-mail:

+44(0)1440 705352
+44(0)1440 706199
info@kirtonhealthcare.co.uk

Customer Helpline:

0800 212709

www.kirton-healthcare.co.uk
www.kirton-healthcare.com

Made in Britain

C u s t o m e r H e l p l i n e : 0800

212709

|

Email:

info@kirtonhealthcare.co.uk

|

@Kirton_Seating

|

www.kirton-healthcare.co.uk

